Leading theories of psychological similarity are based on the degree of match in semantic content between compared cases (i.e., shared features, low dimensional distance, alignable relations). Broader forms of semantic relatedness such as the degree of association between cases (e.g., egg and spatula) are generally not considered to contribute to similarity judgments. However, empirical work has demonstrated a behavioral tendency to choose associated pairs over proximal pairs (i.e., high semantic content overlap) in similarity judgement tasks. As a result, models have been proposed that combine thematic integration and content match as component processes of similarity. The present experiments investigate the thematic association effect in similarity in order to more clearly determine whether such a theoretical redirection is warranted. An alternative viewpoint is that confusion between similarity and association is the cause of the reported thematic bias. Experiment 1 introduces a modified similarity judgement task and addresses the impact of task instructions as a potential causal factor underlying the thematic association effect on similarity. Experiment 2 specifically compares the novel similarity task to a traditional two-alternative, forced choice triad task. Experiment 3 addresses the possibility of bias in the stimulus sets used in Experiments 1 and 2. Across the experiments we find association-based responding to be much less prevalent than in previous demonstrations: the traditional finding of a thematic preference only occurred when participants were specifically asked to select based on associativity ("goes with"). Modifications to conventional methodology that minimize biasing factors clearly attenuate the effect of association on similarity. We interpret these findings as evidence that that the thematic association effect derives from intrusions on psychological similarity, not from an additional component intrinsic to psychological similarity.
Introduction
Taxonomic similarity, while not definitively specified in psychological theory, captures the basic notion that taxonomically-matched entities are good candidates for generalization. Inferences made about members of a taxonomic category are productive (e.g., FLOUR, COR-NMEAL). Members of a taxonomic category reliably share features and relations in common; they tend to look somewhat alike or to play the same roles in situations or both (e.g., ORCA, DOLPHIN) (Goldwater, Markman, & Stilwell, 2011; Markman & Stilwell, 2001) . They fill the same positions in similar schemas and events (e.g., DEER, ANTELOPE). Objects with taxonomic similarity are used for the same tasks (e.g., SHOVEL, SPOON). Critically, it must be possible to recognize similarity (commonalities in relational structure and attributes) without interference from associated entities-particularly in the service of mapping relational similarities between cases (e.g., PRESSURE and TEMPERA-TURE fill the same role in the flow schema instantiated by water transfer and heat transfer, respectively).
Thematic associates do not behave in this manner. They are less useful for induction about natural kinds (Lin & Murphy, 2001; Markman, Cox, & Machida, 1981) . In contrast to the rich possibilities of inference and generalization with taxonomic category members, thematic associates are (in the simplest case) only connected by their theme. A theme consists of many possible roles and role fillers; every object present in a theme might fill a different role (Kurtz & Gentner, 2001) ; in this way, thematic associates lack the constraints of taxonomic category members. Thematic associates cannot be relied on as good substitutes for one another. Consider the example of COW and MILK: COW might be considered a substitute for MILK in some contexts but-unlike taxonomic category members-this relationship is highly Traditional theoretical accounts of similarity handle the taxonomic element in a variety of ways, but they operate without any consideration of thematic association as a contributor to psychological similarity. For example, similarity could be represented as the distance between entities in a multi-dimensional feature space (Shepard, 1957 (Shepard, , 1987 -entities are encoded as points in the feature space and the proximity of the points represents similarity. Tversky's Contrast Model is a set-theoretic approach where similarity is defined as a calculation of feature overlap between entities (Tversky & Gati, 1978; Tversky, 1977 ). Gentner's Structure Mapping Theory holds that similarity is derived from structural alignment-where the relational structure of entities is aligned via the comparison process and the presence of matching sets of structural correspondences is the primary determinant of similarity (Falkenhainer, Forbus, & Gentner, 1989; Gentner, 1983; Gentner & Markman, 1995) . Theoretical accounts of similarity relying on the Bayesian perspective have also been proposed (Anderson, 1991; Tenenbaum & Griffiths, 2001) where the probability of the features of an object given a category label is used to determine degree of membership in a category (and thus similarity). We know of no proposals as to how such theories could account for the thematic association effect since they locate similarity in the match between intrinsic content, not in the co-occurrence of concepts.
Dual process models-in which similarity is derived from a combination of taxonomic similarity and thematic association-have been proposed to handle this apparent failing (Chen et al., 2014; Estes, 2003; Estes et al., 2011; Wisniewski & Bassok, 1999) . The idea is that concepts that share little or no taxonomic similarity gain perceived similarity due to thematic integration. Thus, the increase in perceived similarity of the concepts is due to co-occurrence in a theme, i.e., SHIP and SAIL increase in perceived similarity because they co-occur with OCEAN, PLANK, SAILOR, etc. (Golonka & Estes, 2009 ). Sloman also argues (from a different perspective) for a combination of taxonomic similarity and thematic association as components of one system (Sloman, 1996 (Sloman, , 2014 .
Thematic integration versus thematic intrusion
What supports the proposal to incorporate thematic association into theories of similarity? The existing evidence suggest that similarity judgments are influenced by information not related to taxonomic similarity. This behavior is particularly salient in empirical investigations that pit taxonomic category members against thematic associates, where the task is a match-to-sample, forced choice triad (see Fig. 1 ) with a match featuring concepts that share features and relational structure (taxonomic category members) and a match of concepts that co-occur in a theme (thematic associates). The frequently reported result is that people choose thematic matches significantly more often than taxonomic matches. It is hypothesized that this behavior is due to thematic integration. There is evidence of thematic organization in sorting behavior as well, where children (Markman et al., 1981) and adults (Lawson, Chang, & Wills, 2017; Murphy, 2001 ) often favor theme-based categories in free sorting tasks. Thematic integration also appears to occur for action phrases (Rabinowitz & Mandler, 1983 ) and complete sentences. Apparent theme-based similarity effects in judgments of complete sentences are what initially lead to the proposal of a thematic integration-based source of perceived similarity (Bassok & Medin, 1997) . Here, people were presented with sentences that exhibited varying levels of featural and relational matches (Table 1) .
Structure Mapping Theory would predict that (2) should be rated as most similar to the standard (Gentner, 1983; Gentner & Markman, 1995) . This overall pattern was found, but it was also noted that (5)-the example with no relational similarity but two matching objects-was also viewed as similar. Examination of response justifications uncovered that when people viewed (5) as similar to the standard, this rating was often justified by integrating the sentences, e.g., (1) and (5) are similar because the carpenter fixed the chair and then sat down to test his repair (Bassok & Medin, 1997) . Follow-up work with the three-concept triad task found a similar pattern: similarity judgments, thematic relatedness judgments, and commonality and difference listing tasks were affected by whether the targets were taxonomic or thematic category members (Wisniewski & Bassok, 1999) . Wisniewski and Bassok argue that the process recruited for these tasks depends on task constraints and the similarity of the objects themselves: when objects have taxonomic similarity, features and relations are compared and a process (e.g., structural alignment) is used to produce a similarity judgment; conversely, when objects have low taxonomic similarity, the integration process is invoked. When targets are integrated, the perceived similarity of the objects increases. When comparison processes are recruited, the alignment of the targets makes their differences more salient and perceived similarity decreases. In other words, it is easy to spot the differences between similar things because they are easy to compare; different things are difficult to compare so their differences are not as easy to identify (Gentner & Gunn, 2001) . The integration effect is perhaps most salient in cases where concepts that are present in a common theme (e.g., KEYBOARD and MOUSE) are chosen over more similar matches in forced-choice triad tasks (e.g., responding MOUSE to "What is most similar to KEYBOARD, TYPEWRITER or MOUSE?") .
How prevalent is thematic integration-based responding in similarity judgment tasks? Smiley and Brown (1979) found that the majority of their sample exhibited a consistent responding bias (taxonomic or thematic). The youngest (preschool and first grade) and oldest (66-85 years) age cohorts produced a reliable thematic match bias in the forced-choice triad task, but fifth graders and college-aged adults did not. All age groups (3-15 years) produced a thematic response bias in a cross-sectional investigation of the triad paradigm where the stimuli were pictorial and response justifications were solicited (Greenfield & Scott, 1986 ). Skwarchuk and Clark (1996) found thematic response biases across three experiments and 11 conditions where only one condition across the series produced a taxonomic response preference (see Table 2 for a survey of the task instructions). Lin and Murphy (2001) investigated ten variations of the similarity judgment task, finding thematic biases with college-aged samples in a close replication of Smiley and Brown (1979) and other triad-style tasks. The results uncovered thematic responding on 73% of trials in the direct replication of Smiley and Brown (Experiment 3), 70% thematic in a similar paradigm except with the addition of response justification (Experiment 5), 56% thematic in a conceptual replication replacing the word stimuli with pictures (Experiment 4), and a similar pattern of results in several other conditions (Lin & Murphy, 2001 ). Simmons and Estes (2008) also report thematic response biases in the standard triad task with similarity-based instructions. These results suggest that the presence of thematic associates should have a strong effect on similarity judgments that is easy to detect in behavioral paradigms like the forcedchoice triad task, the pairwise similarity rating task, and others.
The literature is not without reports of taxonomic response preferences. As mentioned, the fifth grade students and college-aged adults sampled in Smiley and Brown (1979) produced a majority of taxonomic responses in the triad task-though the results of Greenfield and Scott (1986) , Skwarchuk and Clark (1996) and Lin and Murphy (2001) report the opposite pattern with similar samples. The Lin and Murphy (2001) report also features examples of responding biased toward taxonomic matches, notably when people were asked to list similarities (Experiment 7) and differences (Experiment 8) between concepts before completing the triad task (note that justifying similarity judgments has not always produced majority taxonomic responding across the work surveyed here, e.g., Greenfield & Scott, 1986) .
Considering the conflicting evidence of taxonomic and thematic responding biases, it might be better to ask why responding preferences are so flexible. Work by E. M. Markman and colleagues provides an example of how fluid responding preferences can be-simply providing a bag to children during a sorting activity (i.e., removing the spatial arrangement component of the task) increased the frequency of taxonomic responding (Markman et al., 1981) . Explicit direction with examples also lowers the frequency of thematic responses. Gentner and Brem (1999) found that people who initially had a bias for thematic responding produced a majority of taxonomic matches in the triad task after a moderate amount of training and guidance. Hendrickson, Navarro, and Donkin (2015) report a similar pattern of results where people directed to choose taxonomic matches and be as accurate as possible produced a majority of taxonomic matches in the triad task. Despite the mixed results, the generally accepted view of responding preferences in the classic task (the 2AFC triad task with instructions to choose the most similar match) is that people consistently respond in one way or the other, but often select a majority of thematic responses. This responding pattern has been attributed to three factors: task constraints, stimulus properties, and individual biases for taxonomic or thematic information (Kalénine and Bonthoux, 2008; Mirman & Graziano, 2012; Murphy, 2001; Simmons & Estes, 2008; Wisniewski & Bassok, 1999) . The central questions guiding the present work are how and why thematic association impacts similarity in the simplest of paradigms (the forced-choice triad)-and what should be concluded from the available evidence about psychological similarity. If thematic association is not an integral component of similarity, what else can explain the prevalence of the observed behavior?
The confusability account
The research above suggests that thematic associates affect similarity judgments in similarity rating and forced-choice response tasks under a variety of instructions. We question the view that this effect is grounds for including thematic association as a contributing factor in theoretical models of similarity. An alternative proposal-the confusability account-is that this behavior is the result of confusion, where thematic association intrudes on the process(es) used to derive similarity judgments (Gentner & Brem, 1999) . People may get a clear sense of relatedness from the thematic associates and fail to carefully monitor themselves from treating such a match as a basis for responding to the task. Relatedly, they may simply be looking for any sense of coherence between the concepts. When they find a match that clicks, they treat it as a basis to respond to the task. One theoretical view is that attention can be flexibly focused on different dimensions or semantic relations based on their consistency with task goals (Nguyen & Murphy, 2003) ; this flexibility can sometimes produce confusion regarding what type of match is called for in a situation. We see value in the proposal that different tasks and objects of comparison (stimuli) elicit different processes (Wisniewski & Bassok, 1999 )-without making the leap to an integration view in which these processes must both be components of the similarity judgment system (Chen et al., 2014 ; Estes, Fig. 1 . Example of the canonical forced-choice triad task for similarity judgment. The goal of the task is to choose the alternative (bottom row) that is most similar to the standard (top row). Butter and jelly are taxonomic category members and butter and knife are thematic associates.
Table 1
Stimulus example from Bassok and Medin (1997) .
Sentence stimuli
Similarity to standard 1. The carpenter fixed the chair. Standard 2.
The electrician fixed the radio. Relation + Object Dependence 3.
The plumber fixed the radio. Relation 4.
The carpenter fixed the radio. Relation + Single Object Match 5.
The carpenter sat in the chair. Double Object Match Table 2 Variation in task instructions.
Task Instructions Article
Choose the option that goes best with the base Smiley and Brown (1979) Choose the option that is most similar to [STANDARD] Gentner and Brem (1999), Simmons and Estes (2008) Pick the response option that is most like [STANDARD] Simmons and Estes (2008) Choose the alternative that is most related Skwarchuk and Clark (1996) Choose an Alternative that is most similar and goes together Skwarchuk and Clark (1996) Gentner and Brem (1999) 2003; Estes et al., 2011; Simmons & Estes, 2008) . The hub-and spoke model provides an example for how task and context-sensitive integration of taxonomic and thematic integration might occur for the broader purposes of semantic cognition (Rogers et al., 2004) and recent computational modelling work showcases how these competing semantic relationships can be integrated without the presumption that they are tightly fused contributors to similarity judgment (Hoffman, McClelland, & Lambon Ralph, 2018) . The distinction between the confusability and integration accounts has been investigated by putting taxonomic and thematic relations in direct competition under time pressure. Gentner and Brem (1999) provided a definition for exactly what similarity is intended to mean to participants and then presented forced-choice triads where the task was to choose the option most similar to a standard; the options were a taxonomic match and either a thematic match or an unrelated distractor. Under a 1000 ms deadline, people produced more errors in selecting the taxonomic match. They had less trouble, however, when the distractor was unrelated to the standard, and when the deadline was increased to 2000 ms. Why does time pressure increase the thematic integration effect on similarity judgments? It is not clear how an integration account would explain an increase in the weighting of thematic information for similarity judgments at shorter timescales. Under the confusability account, however, the explanation is clear-people have not had time to resolve the competing semantic relationships and the presence of thematic association interferes with the processing of taxonomic similarity. Interestingly, the intrusion effect does not seem to work both ways. Thematic distractors appear to facilitate superordinate taxonomic categorization decisions (Lin & Murphy, 2001, Experiment 10) . Even for the simpler task of object identification, co-presentation of a thematic associate facilitates picture naming while co-presentation of a taxonomic category member inhibits picture naming (de Zubicaray, Hansen, & McMahon, 2013) .
The present experiments were intended to comprehensively investigate the thematic association effect: Do people truly think that concepts with a situation in common are more similar than concepts with shared features and alignable relations? We are especially concerned with the task itself. Does the standard procedure impose information processing demands that bias responding? Do participants clearly understand what they are supposed to do?
Experiment 1
We set out to create a modified version of the classic experimental task to pit taxonomic against thematic options to determine whether characteristics of the traditional set-up create an unanticipated bias favoring thematic responding. Our first concern was the two-alternative forced-choice (2AFC) triad task (see Fig. 1 ). Participants faced with the traditional task begin by activating the meaning of the target concept and then selecting one of the two options. If the thematic option is primed to a greater extent due to the high degree of association, this could facilitate processing, direct attention, mediate concept construal, or otherwise create a bias toward thematic responding. These information processing factors would be independent of the similarity judgement in principle but not in practice-they are not what we are seeking to measure but they are showing through. Therefore, we sought to eliminate the target-first nature of the task. In addition, the triad task assesses something other than what we intend for another reason. Instead of telling us which form of relationship (taxonomic or thematic) is more important to similarity, we are finding out which is considered stronger when given a direct choice between the two. This task reflects an evaluation of each option with respect to the other. We are not looking to assess such preference judgments, but to pit competing notions of relatedness against one another. In some cases, this may amount to the same thing, but in others it may not. It would be preferable to assess the relative impact of the two kinds of relatedness against a background of unrelated options, as opposed to the concept pairs being pitted directly against one another. Finally, the presentation of the two match options could implicitly suggest that both options are equally valid answers to the similarity question, which could in turn encourage people to answer an "easier" question rather than the one they are asked (Kahneman & Frederick, 2002; Shah & Oppenheimer, 2009) . Past work may have promoted this construal of the task goal with instructions that explicitly say that there is no right or wrong answer (e.g., Lin & Murphy, 2001) . Therefore, we sought to eliminate the direct choice between thematic-versus-taxonomic in the task. To accomplish these goals, we turned each traditional triad (target item and two choices) into a six-item ring with no focal target item and three unrelated distractors. The task is to identify the most similar pair-this accomplishes our scientific goal while circumventing the potential biases. We note that semantic judgment tasks that require two choices (as opposed to 2AFC) are not novel. In one case, the choose-two format seems to have decreased taxonomic responding (Lin & Murphy, 2001, Experiments 2 & 6) . These experiments presented a concept in a prioritized position (i.e., at the top of the triad with the number 1), so the combination of added distractors and the removal of a prioritized standard may produce a different result.
Our second major focus was how participants interpreted the task and how the specific wording and delivery of instructions could impact responding-could this be the reason for majority thematic responding? Instructions exhibit considerable variability across investigations (see Table 2 for a sample of previous task instructions). We are not the first to notice that instructions have a crucial effect on response preferences (Lin & Murphy, 2001; Simmons & Estes, 2008; Skwarchuk & Clark, 1996; see Mirman et al., 2017, for review) , but the present work is novel in that all instructional variations are designed to head off possible confusion about the meaning of similarity (and the task goal). To that end, we developed instructions that address one key question: Is it possible that people are misinterpreting the goal of the task when they are asked to choose the most similar option to the standard? Could they simply be misunderstanding what they are being asked to do when asked to choose similar options?
If the thematic response bias is due to a misinterpretation of the use of "similar" in the instructions, we should find that instructions that attempt to clarify the meaning produce more taxonomic responses. To test this hypothesis, we examined three sets of instructions-Similar, Alike and Alien. The Similar instructions (provided below) are included to establish the baseline responding pattern under the most straightforward set of instructions. The Alike instructions are subtly different; "similar" is replaced with "alike" to test the possibility that a direct misunderstanding of the term "similar" is to blame for the thematic response bias. These instructions are close to instructions used previously (Simmons & Estes, 2008) where "like" was used in place of similar, i.e., "Pick the response option that is most like the [Standard]". We note that "like" can be interpreted quite broadly, e.g., "COW is most like MILK because they are found on farms", and thus, "alike" should be a closer approximation to the meaning of similar. The Alien condition represents an entirely fresh approach: the task goal is to select the appropriate concept pairs in order to teach an alien about life on earth and what things are similar to another. This is hypothesized to produce more taxonomic responding than the other instructions because it reduces the impact of assumptions about concept knowledge or pragmatic factors and highlights the functional role of similarity as the basis for organizing world knowledge. It is known that people will adjust their report of basic conceptual knowledge based on what they think they are expected to say, what they deem too obvious to be expected, and/or too mundane to report (Murphy, 2002) . The Alien instructions may make people more likely to think about similarity in a fundamental sense and less likely to veer toward idiosyncratic construals.
While it is important that the meaning of similar is understood, it would be too heavy-handed to explicitly identify the difference between taxonomic similarity and thematic relatedness with concrete examples. This has been done; it appears to increase the frequency of taxonomic matches (Gentner & Brem, 1999) . Our question of interest is directly related to how the concepts are interpreted as similar; it would be too much to explicitly highlight the difference between taxonomic and thematic semantic relations-if this was done sufficiently clearly, then subject responses would only be parroting back what was asked for. This issue is handled in this series of experiments by omitting any concrete examples or definitions of the semantic relationships.
These considerations motivated an experimental design with three conditions featuring the pair selection task from a ring of six options under three different sets of instructions. A fourth condition addressed an additional related issue about the impact of instructions and interpretation of the task. Rather than repeating the specific instruction on screen for each trial, we explored what happens if participants are given initial baseline instructions asking for the most similar pair, but the instruction is not reiterated with the presentation of each trial. If the instruction to consider "similarity" is not reinforced, do people drift toward a default mode of responding (perhaps having little to do with similarity) that the instructions are essentially guiding individuals to monitor against?
Method

Participants and materials
Undergraduate students from Binghamton University were recruited from the Psychology Department pool and participated for credit toward the completion of a course requirement. Participants (N = 238; Native English, n = 204) were randomly assigned to condition. The experiment was administered with Psychopy, a Python-based experiment presentation software package (Peirce, 2007) . The stimuli consisted of semantically-related concept triads adopted from previous experiments (Gentner & Brem, 1999; Lin & Murphy, 2001; Hendrickson et al., 2015; Wisniewski & Bassok, 1999) and novel triads developed for this project. In addition to the classic three-item triads, three semantically-unrelated concepts were added to each concept triad (see Experiment 3 for norming data). By removing the presence of a target concept, the new method requires that the taxonomic and thematic response options are not semantically related; this consideration guided the exclusion of several concept sets from previous investigations (e.g., CHAIR, BED, CARPENTER). This process resulted in 59 concept sets presented in a random order (concept sets are provided in Appendix A).
Each trial presented the six concepts of a set (a standard, one taxonomically-related option, one thematically-related option, and three unrelated options) organized around the center of the screen as clickable buttons. The task interface was identical for each of the four conditions (right panel, Fig. 2 ). The preliminary instructions and the on-screen trial instructions varied by condition. In the No-Reminder condition, the usual reminder about the task instructions (e.g., "Choose the two items that are most similar") was not presented in the experiment interface, thus, in this case participants read the initial instructions but were not reminded about the goal of the task for the remainder of the experiment. The experiment included four betweensubjects conditions: 3 conditions with distinct instructions-Similar, Alike, and Alien (see below)-and No-Reminder that presented the Similar instructions initially but without continual reiteration.
Procedure
The experiment was conducted as a part of an experimental session that included other unrelated studies. It started with the presentation of on-screen instructions that varied by condition. The initial instructions for the Similar and No-Reminder conditions are as follows:
Hello! In this study, you are going to see a series of different sets of items (words). For each set, your goal is to find the two items in the set that are most similar to one another. When you've chosen the two items that are most similar, use the mouse to select the items and then press continue to confirm your selection.
The Alike instructions were matched but use the term "alike" and never mention similarity:
Hello! In this study, you are going to see a series of different sets of items (words). For each set, your goal is to find two items in the set that are *most alike*. When you've chosen the two items that are most alike, use the mouse to select the items and then press continue to confirm your selection.
The Alien instructions were as follows:
Hello! In this study, you are trying to teach an alien from outer space about life on earth. Specifically, you need to teach the alien about things that we have on earth that are similar to each other. We will be showing you a series of different sets of items (words). Can you demonstrate to your alien friend which pair of items in each set are things that are similar to one another? When you've chosen the two items that are most similar, use the mouse to select the items and then press continue to confirm your selection.
After the instructions, participants responded to 59 trials with randomized presentation order and item positioning. Each trial started with the presentation of a fixation cross followed by a ring arrangement of six items. Participants responded by selecting a pair of items in response to task instructions (e.g., "Choose the two most similar options") and then confirmed their selection by clicking a "CONFIRM" button. Options could be selected or deselected at will until the final choices were confirmed. All actions, final responses, and timing data were recorded.
Fig. 2.
Triad versus Ring Tasks. Left: Classic 2AFC triad task with similarity instructions. Right: Depiction of the novel task where the goal is to choose the two concepts that are most similar. No concepts are prioritized and a set of three dis-tractor concepts are presented along with intended taxonomic and thematic matches (standard, taxonomic target, thematic target).
Supplemental materials
Data and analyses for the entire project are available in the supplemental materials archived on the Open Science Framework.
2 This repository includes the experimental materials (word stimuli), the scripts that run each experiment presented in this manuscript (written in Python with Psychopy, Peirce, 2007) , CSV files containing the data from each experiment, and the R analysis scripts used to analyze the data.
Results
The two goals of this study were: (1) to test an alternate version of the tradition experimental paradigm modified to reduce potential bias by removing the specific evaluation of options relative to a target and removing the direct choice between thematic and taxonomic options by including distractors; and (2) to test alternate forms of instruction to investigate the impact of what participants are told to do (and whether they are continually reminded). The frequency of each type of response is presented in Fig. 3 with individual data points shown.
The first major pattern present in these data is that taxonomic matches were made more frequently than any other type of match using the pair selection task with six-item rings. An individual preference for taxonomic matches (based on all taxonomic and thematic responses) is statistically significant at a response frequency rate of 64.4% relative to 50% chance rate (37-38 consistent matches out of 59 trials; 0.036 < p ≤ .067). The strong majority of taxonomic responding contrasts sharply with the existing literature.
At the trial level, three of the four conditions produced majority taxonomic responding; only the No-Reminder Condition showed the opposite pattern of majority thematic responding (see Table 3 3 ). A two- stage binomial test procedure was used to determine the number of participants producing a significant majority of taxonomic responses compared to what would be expected by chance. First, one-sided binomial tests were used to determine if the participant made taxonomic matches more than chance. The number of trials with taxonomic matches was the DV and the null hypotheses was chance responding or more thematic responding. Only trials where the intended taxonomic match was chosen were counted as taxonomic trials. In contrast, trials were classified as thematic when the intended thematic match was made or the thematic and taxonomic targets were chosen-a more conservative classification approach following from the idea that taxonomic category members can often share thematic associates (e.g., BEER and JUICE are taxonomic category members that could both be construed as thematically associated to PARTY). Trials where unrelated distractors were chosen were excluded from the analysis so that the test would be a direct comparison of taxonomic and thematic choices (chance = 0.5; this exclusion had no effect on the analysis outcome). After participant response preference was calculated, these classifications were used as the DV in two-tailed binomial tests to determine if there were more (or fewer) people consistently responding taxonomically than what would be expected by chance. The outcome of this analysis was that every condition produced a taxonomic response preference except for the No-Reminder condition. The Alike and Alien conditions had reliably more taxonomic responders than would be predicted by chance; the Similar condition had the same pattern, but the result was only marginally significant. The No-Reminder condition had reliably more thematic responders than would be predicted by chance.
To compare across conditions, generalized linear mixed-effects regression models (GLMER; Bates, Maechler, Bolker, & Walker, 2015) were built that predict taxonomic responding under different instructional manipulations. We start by describing the maximal model, which includes condition and trial as fixed effects and participant, trial and concept set (item) as random effects. As explored below, responding preferences had a considerable amount variability across the time course of the experiment. Thus, random (by-subject) intercepts and slopes were included to account for the effect of this change across the experiment (see supplementary materials for data and code). The model uncovered a pattern where all conditions with reiterated task instructions produced more taxonomic responding than No-Reminder Condition (see Fig. 4 ), Alien: Beta Estimate = −2.161, SE = 0.28, Wald Z = 7.620, p < .001; Alike: Beta Estimate = 1.631, SE = 0.29, Wald Z = 5.647, p < .001; Similar: Beta Estimate = 1.633, SE = 0.31, Wald Z = 5.284, p < .001. When the No-Reminder condition is dropped from the model, the results show that the Alien condition produced more taxonomic responding than the Alike condition (Beta Estimate = 0.554, SE = 0.28, Wald Z = 1.963, p = .0496). The same pattern held for Alien relative to the Similar condition (Beta Estimate = 0.563, SE = 0.30, Wald Z = 1.859, p = .063) but only reached marginal significance. The differences between the conditions with reiterated instructions are marginally significant when the No-Reminder condition is included in the model (Alien vs. Alike, p = .058; Alien vs. Similar, p = .078). These results provide tentative support for the hypothesis that instructions designed to better measure psychological similarity (as opposed to just asking about "similarity") attenuated the thematic association effect on similarity, though the marginal (and near-marginal) differences between conditions make it difficult to make strong conclusions about the generalizability of this effect. In sum, the Alien condition produced more taxonomic responding than the other conditions, but this difference was only marginally significant for the Alien-Alike comparison under the most conservative analysis.
Time course analysis
Trial was a significant fixed-effect predictor of taxonomic responding in both models (even when accounting for the variance of individual participant slopes and intercepts). This means that the frequency of taxonomic responding increased across the time course of the experimental session (Beta Estimate = 0.011, SE = 0.003, Wald Z = 4.187, p < .001). Analyzing the conditions in isolation produced a different pattern where trial was a reliable predictor of taxonomic responding for all conditions except the No-Reminder condition (p = .94) and the Alien condition (p = .34). (Note: the conditions that produced the most and least taxonomic responding in this exploratory analysis were the conditions that did not have reliable increases in taxonomic matching across trials.) A post-hoc explanation for the lack of a trial effect for the Alien condition could be that the instructional manipulation worked as expected. The time course curves (see Fig. 5 ) are an unexpected and possibly quite revealing finding. The Alike and Similar groups start out showing no sign of a preference between thematic and taxonomic responding, but across the course of the task, they catch up to the strong taxonomic preference of the Alien group. The Similar/NoReminder group shows a non-significant thematic preference at the outset and maintains this pattern across the course of the task. When the participants are not continually reminded of what they are supposed to be doing, they show no signs of spontaneously (since there is no feedback) refining their task interpretation. Notably, the Alien group showed reliably more taxonomic responding in the first 10 trials of the experiment (ps < 0.001). The pattern of taxonomic responding increasing for the least well-specified instructions conditions as the experiment progressed-only if the instruction is reiterated-raises a number of important implications (addressed below)
Response latency analysis
Previous research suggests that thematic category members are processed faster than taxonomic category members (Estes et al., 2011; Gentner & Brem, 1999; Mirman & Graziano, 2012) . One issue that has been raised about the methodology of deadline-based experimental paradigms, however, is that imposing a deadline (e.g., Gentner & Brem, 1999 ) may fail to capture a comprehensive account of the processing time-course of these semantic relations (Hendrickson et al., 2015) . We recorded trial response time in this free-choice, speed-irrelevant task (i.e., no directive to focus on speeded response was provided). Note that the cell count is quite different for each of the four possible matches (i.e., Taxonomic Target + Standard, Thematic Target + Standard, Taxonomic Target + Thematic Target, Match including Unrelated Distractor) and these frequency differences should be considered when interpreting the results (see Fig. 3 ). Match frequency is presented in Table 4 .
An LMER model (featuring the maximal random effects structure: participant nested within condition) was built to predict median response time (in seconds) with match type included as the sole fixed effect. The results show that taxonomic matches were completed faster than thematic matches (Beta Estimate = −1.335, SE = 0.42, t = −3.198, p = .002); and thematic matches were reliably faster than matches with unrelated distractors (Beta Estimate = 4.379, SE = 0.48, t = 9.136, p < .001) and matches with the taxonomic and thematic targets (Beta Estimate = 3.298, SE = 0.54, t = 6.091, p < .001). These effects were robust to the removal of outliers ( ± 2.5 SD). By condition, we find this general trend of faster taxonomic trials for every group except the No-Reminder group. This exploratory analysis seems to suggest that-unlike previous work with the 2AFC triad task-concepts that share taxonomic category membership "pop out" when participants receive the pair selection task with distractors (see Fig. 6 ). We will return to this possibility in Experiment 2 which provides a direct comparison of the two tasks.
Additionally, we find that response time patterns appear to follow taxonomic response frequency. This is a surprising correspondence that (to our knowledge) has not been explored in this domain. It seems that the response time difference between taxonomic and thematic responding tracks closely to the frequency of taxonomic matches (Alien Beta Est. = −2.42, p = .005; Alike Beta Est. = −1.39, p = .036; Similar Beta Est. = −1.78, p = .14; No Reminder Beta Est. = 0.26, p = .67). These results may provide a new framing for response time effects in this research area. It is possible that a heretofore unconsidered contributor to latency in processing these semantic relations is the interpretation of the task or the ambiguity of the task goal. Response time might be an effective stand-in for other measures of task ambiguity in similarity judgement tasks-a strategy that has been used in other contexts for inquiries into the comparison process (Gentner & Kurtz, 2006) .
Discussion
Experiment 1 produced several unexpected results. The traditional finding of majority thematic responding was only found when the procedure did not include continual reminders of the instructions (the No-Reminder condition). When the instructions are focused to guide participants away from broad interpretations of what might count as similarity (the Alien group), we see a strong taxonomic preference that starts at the outset of the task and persists across the course of the experiment. When the instructions are more ambiguous but reiterated on each trial, performance gravitates from initial incoherence toward a similar level of taxonomic preference. When the instructions are ambiguous and allowed to recede from memory, participants show a persistent thematic preference that would seem to reflect a poor task understanding and a failure to self-correct. It is difficult to see how the integration view would explain these observations: why would thematic responding decrease across the task and why would thematic responding only dominate when people are allowed to follow their biases for what to look for rather than being reminded of the actual task goal?
We have produced results that conflict with those presented in Simmons and Estes (2008) , where "similar to" and "like" instructions produced reliable thematic response preferences (Experiment 1a and Experiment 1b, Simmons & Estes, 2008) . One possible explanation is our use of specialized instructions, but we observed a robust taxonomic preference even in the Similar group. Another possible explanation is our use of the pair selection task with distractors. Our initial experiment did not include a direct comparison of the novel task versus traditional triads, so that is a clear goal of Experiment 2.
One concern about the concept sets at study is the presence of "partonomic" relationships between thematic associates (Tversky & Hemenway, 1984) , e.g., SEATBELT and CAR are thematic associates where one concept can be a part of the other. This subclass of thematic associates has competing possible interpretations and appears on 12/59 of the experimental concept sets. One could construe the relationship as having a high degree of match in semantic content; the seatbelts of a car are literally the car under this interpretation. As stated above, we take a broad view of thematic associates which includes concepts that share this partonomic relationship; the contribution of partonomic association has not been consistently controlled for in previous investigations. The presence of partonomic associates in the thematic pairings raises a potential confound in the data that could artificially increase the rate of taxonomic matching. To test this possibility, we used a simple bootstrap-based sampling approach to analyze the frequency with which partonomic and non-partonomic concept sets resulted in taxonomic matches in Experiment 1 (excluding the thematically-biased No Reminder condition). The outcome was that taxonomic matching in samples (200,000 iterations) of partonomic and non-partonomic trials (n = 5000 observations per class per sample) were reliably different < 0.01% of the time-far from the threshold of 95% needed to conclude that responding differed between the sub-classes. In other words, we find no evidence that participants responded with taxonomic matches more or less frequently on partonomic vs. non-partonomic trials.
A somewhat unintentional difference from past work is that our experiment included roughly twice as many concept sets. We found an increase in the frequency of taxonomic responding across the course of the experiment (see Fig. 5 ) such that the robust taxonomic preference did not take hold until the second half. The shorter experiments in the literature therefore seem likely to underestimate the prevalence of taxonomic responding since participants are using early trials to formulate and stabilize their interpretation of the task. The same issue applies for previous attempts at characterizing individuals as taxonomic or thematic responders (Lin & Murphy, 2001; Simmons & Estes, 2008; Smiley & Brown, 1979) .
The observed increase in taxonomic responding across the course of the experiment, the reversal of the taxonomic response bias in the NoReminder group, and the overall high frequency of taxonomic responding in the conditions with reiterated instructions collectively support the confusability account. Thematic responding declines with instructions that more sharply delineate the goal or with sufficient task experience to better delineate the goal. Finally, by comparison to previously published data (Greenfield & Scott, 1986; Lin & Murphy, 2001; Simmons & Estes, 2008; Skwarchuk & Clark, 1996) , the present results suggest that switching from triads to the new task of pair selection with distractors may have contributed to the observed reversal in overall responding preferences (taxonomic preference over thematic preference). However, given that we did find a thematic preference using this task in the No-Reminder group and the general uncertainty of crossstudy comparisons, this is a less compelling conclusion than the others from this experiment. Our next goal is to pursue a replication that includes a systematic investigation of the changes in task format relative to the classic triad paradigm.
Experiment 2
Considering the surprisingly high rates of taxonomic responding observed in Experiment 1 with the traditional similarity instruction, it is important to establish that this pattern is replicable and free of confounds. Additionally, the increased rate in taxonomic responding across the course of the experimental session is a novel finding with Honke and K.J. Kurtz Cognition 186 (2019) 115-138 considerable implications that requires replication. We developed an experimental design using the same materials with a crossing of two factors: the inclusion of distractors (Triad vs Ring, i.e. six-item arrangements embedding the three critical concepts among three unrelated distractors) and the use of a Standard (one item presented as a base for the options to be related to) versus No-Standard (all items have equal status and the task is pair selection). All of these conditions use the standard similarity task with reiterated instruction on each trial. In addition, a fifth condition was included (see Table 5 for full design) using traditional triads with a standard, but the instructions were altered to ensure that it is possible to elicit strong thematic responding within our methodology. In this condition, participants receive reiterated instructions to choose the item that "goes with" the standard-an instruction that perhaps maximally invites participants to choose associations rather than likenesses. The "goes with" version of instructions featured in previous similarity judgment triad task research-choose the item that goes best with the item above-has been found to reliably produce thematic responding (Lin & Murphy, 2001; Skwarchuk & Clark, 1996) .
Method
Participants and materials
Undergraduate students from Binghamton University were recruited from the Psychology Department pool and participated for credit toward the completion of a course requirement. Participants (N = 286; Native English, n = 251) were randomly assigned to one of five conditions (see Table 5 ) that make up a 2 × 2 + 1 between-subjects design. The experimental materials (concept sets) were identical to those of Experiment 1.
Procedure
All of the 2 × 2 conditions received the same similarity-based instructions (here we show in bold the differences from the Standard Thematic Triad condition):
Hello! In this study, you are going to see a series of different sets of items (words). For each set, your goal is to find the two items in the set that are most similar to one another. When you've found the two items that are most similar, use the mouse to select the items and then press continue to confirm your selection.
The Standard Thematic Triad condition was provided with these instructions: G. Honke and K.J. Kurtz Cognition 186 (2019) 115-138 Hello! In this study, you are going to see a series of different sets of items (words). For each set, your goal is to find the two items in the set that go together best. When you've found the two items that go together best, use the mouse to make your selection and then press continue to confirm.
Each of the 2 × 2 (similarity) conditions featured a different task interface. The goal of these interface changes was to attempt to pin down what components of the task were responsible for the high rates of taxonomic responding observed in Experiment 1. The interface differences are shown in Table 5 and visual depictions are provided in Appendix B. For the No-Standard Triad condition, concepts were placed in random positions equidistant from the fixation point (screen center) and the other concepts. For the Standard Triad and Standard Thematic Triad conditions, concepts were presented in fixed locations with the standard at the top and the two response options randomly placed in the lower left and right positions. In the No-Standard Ring condition, concepts were randomly placed in positions organized around the screen center. For the Standard Ring condition, concepts were presented at random locations in a trapezoid with the standard presented directly above. Trials were randomly ordered and presented sequentially, each following the presentation of a fixation cross.
Results
Recall that the central goal of this experiment was to replicate the pattern of dominant taxonomic responding from Experiment 1 and clarify the distinct effects of the two components of the novel task format: the presence of distractor concepts and the use of a prioritized standard. In addition, we sought to verify that we could generate an overall thematic preference using traditional triads and instructions biased toward thematic responding. This experiment also provides the opportunity to evaluate whether the response latency results from Experiment 1 (where taxonomic matches were completed faster) would be reproduced. The pattern of results for the overall frequency of matches can be seen in Fig. 7. 
General taxonomic responding patterns
Taxonomic matches were more frequent than any other type of match; participant response preferences are statistically significant at an item response frequency greater than 64.4%. According to a binomial analysis procedure identical to that of Experiment 1, only the NoStandard Triad condition had enough consistent taxonomic responders to suggest a reliable preference (see Table 6 ). We note that the opposite approach-examining if fewer thematic responders were present-found reliably fewer thematically-biased responders than would be predicted by chance in every condition with similarity instructions (ps < 0.005). In other words, while only the No-Standard Triad condition had enough participants exhibiting the taxonomic response bias to reliably surpass what would be expected by chance, all similarity conditions had fewer thematic responders than would be expected. In addition, the Standard Thematic Triad condition worked as expected; a reliable majority of participants produced a thematic response bias G. Honke and K.J. Kurtz Cognition 186 (2019) (p < .001). Despite the lack of a clear cut taxonomic responding bias in terms of the number of participants within each similarity-based condition, there was more taxonomic responding overall (Fig. 7) . It was not anticipated that the classic triad paradigm would produce a taxonomic response bias (even if only when aggregated across participants). Recall that the central motivation for this work stems from repeated demonstrations of a reliable thematic response preference with exactly this task. It is therefore striking that the classic triad condition produces some of the highest rates of taxonomic responding found in this report. After all, the reason for including the classic paradigm was to compare how the components of our modified task increased taxonomic responding relative to this baseline. We return to consider the implications of this result after addressing the confirmatory analysis goals of Experiment 2.
There are two possible approaches to analyzing the impact of task characteristics on taxonomic responding: a comparison of taxonomic responding between the five distinct conditions and a factor-based approach that examines the contribution of the two task components (distractor presentation and standard prioritization) in isolation with the Standard Thematic Triad condition removed. We begin with the latter approach. GLMER models were built with the maximal random effects structure, where distractor presentation, standard prioritization and trial were included as fixed effects and participant, concept set (item) and trial were included as random effects (random slopes and intercepts were calculated by-participant for the effect of trial). The analysis uncovered reliable effects of distractor presentation (Beta Estimate = −0.0733, SE = 0.27, Wald Z = −2.705, p = .007) and trial (Beta Estimate = 0.025, SE = 0.003, Wald Z = 8.027, p < .001), but standard prioritization (p = .84) and its interaction with distractor presentation (p = .23) were not reliable predictors; including the interaction produced a model where only the trial predictor remained a reliable effect. In other words, contrary to what was expected, presentation of distractors produced less frequent taxonomic responding and standard prioritization had no effect (see Table 6 ).
The condition-based analysis differs in that the two-level distractor presentation and standard prioritization factors were replaced with a categorical "condition" factor with five levels: the conditions of Experiment 2 (see Table 5 ). The final model included condition and trial as fixed-effect predictors and the same random effects structure as the factor-based analysis above. The broad pattern of results is as follows: the No-Standard Triad group produced the most taxonomic responding-reliably more taxonomic matches than all groups except for the Standard Triad condition. Conditions with similarity-based instructions produced more taxonomic responding than the Standard Thematic Triad (Goes-With instructions) condition (see Fig. 8 ).
To Given the marginal results of the Experiment 1 GLMER and the convergence failures encountered above, it seems important to try to characterize the variance that these mixed effects approaches are accounting for-especially because occasional convergence failures in the analysis might be due to a lack of adequate statistical power to model the participant and item-level variance in a mixed-effects approach. Therefore, to close our inquiry into the task-based contributors to taxonomic response frequency, we present simple generalized linear models (GLM) of the effects of the presence of distractors and a prioritized standard. Note that these models are less conservative than the mixed-effects models presented above; they do not include participant or trial-level random intercepts or slopes-consequently, this also increases the power of these tests. The GLM model was built to test the hypothesis that standard prioritization, distractor presentation, and their interaction would be reliable predictors of taxonomic responding without accounting for random participant and item effects (the Standard Thematic Triad condition was excluded). This is exactly what was found. The model produced a reliable interaction between standard prioritization and distractor presentation (Beta Estimate = 0.453, SE = 0.07, Wald Z = 6.19, p < .001), where the task with no prioritized standard and no distractors (the No-Standard Triad condition) produced the highest levels of taxonomic responding. As for the individual fixed effects, distractor presentation produced less taxonomic responding (Beta Estimate = −0.15, SE = 0.05, Wald Z = −2.89, p < .001) and the removal of the standard produced more taxonomic responding (Beta Estimate = 0.37, SE = 0.05, Wald Z = 6.92, p < .001). In sum, these results suggest that the presence of a standard produces more taxonomic responding when distractors are present and less taxonomic responding when they are absent.
Time course analysis
Taxonomic responding increased in frequency across the experimental session for all conditions except the Standard Thematic Triad (Goes-With) condition. Responses were more likely to be taxonomic matches as the experiment progressed under the condition-based (Beta Estimate = 0.020, SE = 0.003, Wald Z = 7.733, p < .001) and the factor-based (Beta Estimate = 0.025, SE = 0.003, Wald Z = 8.027, p < .001) analysis approaches (see Fig. 9 ). This effect holds within 4 We note that the condition-based models presented here occasionally fail to converge and require additional iterations. The favored approach for mixedeffects regression in R (and particularly the procedure for identifying convergence failure) is still under development (see supplemental materials for analysis code and results). The results presented here do stabilize when the optimization procedure includes more epochs than the default; the results are also consistent across a set of suggested optimizers.
G. Honke and K.J. Kurtz Cognition 186 (2019) 115-138 condition for every condition except the Standard Thematic Triad (p = .196) paralleling the results from the No-Reminder condition in Experiment 1.
Response latency analysis
As in Experiment 1, trial duration was recorded and analyzed (Table 7 ). The response time results for Experiment 2 closely parallel those of Experiment 1, where trials that resulted in a taxonomic match were completed faster than trials with a thematic match (Beta Estimate = −0.901, SE = 0.31, t = −2.887, p = .004) and thematic matches were faster than trials that included unrelated concepts (Beta Estimate = −4.496, SE = 0.57, t = −7.822, p < .001) and taxonomic and thematic targets (Beta Estimate = −1.976, SE = 0.58, t = −3.221, p = .001) as matches (see Fig. 10 ). Recall that the latter two types of responses are quite infrequent, and thus, the cell count between different types of matches is imbalanced. Within condition, only one similarity-biased condition did not exhibit the response time effect for taxonomic matches-the No-Standard Ring condition (p = .44). Note that a null result was also found under the same conditions in Experiment 1. Reversing the general pattern for the similarity-biased conditions (and fitting with the idea that response time is closely associated with the most frequent target for a given task and set of instructions), the fastest type of match in the Standard Thematic Triad condition was thematic, Beta Estimate = 0.80, SE = 0.18, Wald Z = 4.44, p < .001.
Discussion
The present results replicated two key findings from Experiment 1: the overall bias toward taxonomic matches and the increase in frequency of taxonomic responding over time. These results throw new light on our initial concerns-one does not need to modify the characteristics of the task to reverse the traditional thematic preference; we see uncommitted (50/50) responding at the outset and a clear shift toward dominant taxonomic responding with experience. The traditional task (Standard Triad) shows this pattern and falls in the middle of the pack relative to the tested task variations. To be clear, these factors were proposed relative to the expectation of a traditional thematic preference. A surprisingly high rate of taxonomic responding was found in the Standard Triad condition. All similarity-based conditions produced more taxonomic responses (60% or greater)-even though the only condition with a reliable taxonomic bias at the participant level was the No-standard Triad condition. A conservative interpretation of the analysis would suggest that the contribution of factors initially hypothesized to increase thematic responding was negligible. The presence of distractors appears to have increased thematic responding. Forcing participants to choose two examples (removing the prioritized role of the standard) had no effect on the proportion of taxonomic matches. In terms of the descriptive pattern of results: the No-Standard Triad condition produced the most taxonomic responding and among the distractor conditions a prioritized standard produced more taxonomic responding than the absence of a prioritized standard. It is possible that more statistical power would make these descriptive patterns reliable (see the general discussion for further elaboration on G. Honke and K.J. Kurtz Cognition 186 (2019) 115-138 this point), but as is the evidence is not strong enough to make more concrete conclusions about an interaction effect when controlling for participant and item random effects. Moving on to the response time analysis, the results provide further evidence for the unexpected pattern that trials with taxonomic matches were completed faster than trials with thematic matches. Interestingly, when the conditions of Experiment 2 were analyzed in isolation the results showed that the Standard Thematic condition produced the opposite pattern from the aggregated results across conditions-thematic matches were completed faster than taxonomic matches. Perhaps then a key determinant of response time is the type of semantic relation that is consciously being searched for. Under this account, we'd expect that past reports of a speed advantage for thematic matches in unconstrained, non-deadline tasks are related to task-based biases. It is possible to take this pattern as converging evidence of ambiguity in the task when "Similarity" is featured in the instructions. This question deserves further investigation.
The results of Experiment 2 support two main conclusions: (1) taskbased properties have consequences for the effect of thematic association on similarity judgments and (2) taxonomic responding is the dominant response preference for the similarity task and thematic responding is the dominant response for the Goes-With task. It does not require clarifying the similarity instructions (as in Experiment 1) or modifying the characteristics of the trial format to reverse the accepted result-a simple and effective way to elicit responding aligned to longstanding theoretical definitions of similarity is to provide a longer opportunity to figure out how best to approach a novel and (purposefully) underspecified task.
Experiment 3
Experiments 1 and 2 uncovered an unexpected pattern of reliably more taxonomic responding (with the caveat that this pattern was strongest at the trial level, but not always at the participant level). These results are in direct contrast to the mixed, but generally majoritythematic results of past reports. At this point it should be asked-could the unexpected pattern be due to some artifact in our experimental setup? Experiment 2 featured a direct replication of the classic triad task with many of the concept sets adopted from previous projects; performance in the first half of the task was only mildly inconsistent with past results. The dramatic time course finding was that at about the point where most studies end, participants are just beginning to show a stable 2:1 taxonomic preference. To our knowledge, there is nothing non-representative about the population we tested. To be cautious-and despite the inclusion of concept set variance as a random effect in our analyses-we next investigate the possibility that the concept sets created for this investigation are responsible for driving the effects. Honke and K.J. Kurtz Cognition 186 (2019) 115-138 To accomplish this, we collected ratings to determine the perceived connection strength of the taxonomic and thematic relations in the materials used for this report. In a between-subjects design, people were asked to rate pairs of concepts (targets with the corresponding taxonomic choice, thematic choice or unrelated distractor) for either their degree of similarity or how well the concepts go together. No instructions were provided to explain what was meant by "go together" or "similarity." This was intentional-to maintain an alignment with the circumstances of the experiments reported above. Competing semantic relations (i.e., taxonomic and thematic pairs) from the same set were not included in the presented concept pairs for a given participant; it was thought that the presentation of both pairs from one set might hint at the key distinction and skew ratings (see Simmons & Estes, 2008 for an example of this effect). Trials were a randomly-ordered mix of taxonomic, thematic and unrelated concept pairs, so it was hoped that the key semantic relationships would not be recognized. Ad hoc posttask interviews were used to confirm that participants were naïve to the systematic relationships at study.
Our goal was to verify that the concept sets used for Experiments 1 and 2 were not biased toward taxonomic responding-a potential explanation of the observed taxonomic responding rates in the experiments. A straightforward expectation is that taxonomic pairs should have higher similarity ratings than association ratings and thematic pairs should be rated higher as associates (i.e., things that go together better) and lower in terms of similarity. Critically, it is important that the similarity and association ratings of the taxonomic and thematic pairs (respectively) are not radically different within each concept set. If the similarity of taxonomic pairs is rated higher than the association strength of corresponding thematic pairs (within a concept set), it could be argued that the taxonomic matches are stronger. The present design also should confirm that the unrelated distractors were indeed unrelated-rated lower on taxonomic similarity and thematic association than the related matches. Lastly, it is also possible that the rating data can help clarify the interpretation of the results of Experiments 1 and 2-GLMER models from the previous experiments can be re-analyzed with the taxonomic and thematic ratings included to test for this possibility.
Method
Participants and materials
Participants (N = 202) were recruited, compensated and consented in an identical fashion as the previous experiments. Participants were randomly assigned to the Taxonomic Similarity condition or the Thematic Association condition-the difference being the question used to solicit ratings. The concept sets were those used in the previous experiments. For each concept set, a taxonomic or thematic match and two unrelated concepts (from the three possible) were randomly selected to be included in the trial list. This way the thematic and taxonomic pairs from a set were never presented in the same session. This procedure produced two pairs of concepts (one related, one unrelated) from each concept set for 118 rating trials in total. On each trial, the task interface included a pair of concepts, a rating scale, and condition specific instructions for the rating task (a depiction of the task interface is provided in Appendix C). G. Honke and K.J. Kurtz Cognition 186 (2019) 115-138 
Procedure
Pairwise rating trials consisting of two concepts from a concept set were presented in random order. Participants were presented with a pair of concepts and asked to provide ratings on a (ratio-scale) rating line (0 to 100 with tick marks in 10-point increments) with the option to provide their rating at any point along the line. The rating scale was anchored with NOT AT ALL and VERY SIMILAR for the taxonomic rating condition, and NOT AT ALL and VERY WELL (for the question of how well the items go together) for the thematic rating condition.
Results and discussion
There are two main issues to address: (1) do we confirm that the taxonomic pairs are rated as more similar, the thematic pairs are rated as more associated and the unrelated pairs are rated lower on both? and (2) do the ratings offer any insight into the results of Experiments 1 and 2? Normalized descriptive statistics show that-with one exception (the taxonomic pair: HAPPY, SAD)-no set of taxonomic pairs had a mean similarity rating lower than its corresponding rating on the thematic scale (see Table 8 ; complete rating data is provided in Appendix D) . Similarly, the majority of the thematic pairs (91.5%) were rated higher on thematic relatedness than their corresponding similarity rating (the thematic pairs rated higher on similarity than thematic relatedness were: HAPPY, SMILE; FLOSS, TOOTHBRUSH; RAPIDS, RIVER; TRAILER, TRUCK; FIELD, GRASS). The aggregated results show that taxonomic pairs were rated as more similar than the thematic pairs (Beta Estimate = −7.489, SE = 0.55, t = −13.6, p < .001) and unrelated pairs (Beta Estimate = −54.90, SE = 0.47, t = −115.70, p < .001) according to an LMER model built to predict similarity ratings with pair type (taxonomic, thematic, unrelated) as a fixed-effect predictor and participant as a random predictor. The thematic pairs were rated higher as concepts that go together when compared to the taxonomic pairs (Beta Estimate = −15.64, SE = 0.56, t = −27.88, p < .001) and the unrelated pairs (Beta Estimate = −65.81, SE = 0.49, t = −135.44, p < .001) in an LMER model predicting thematic ratings with an identical predictor structure (Fig. 11) . Perhaps most importantly, the standardized mean similarity ratings of taxonomic pairs (z-scores of similarity ratings subtracted by z-scores of thematic relatedness ratings) were not reliably different from the standardized mean association rating of thematic pairs (z-scores of thematic relatedness ratings subtracted by the corresponding similarity ratings) from the same set (M Difference = 0.047 SD) according to a paired t-test, t(58) = 1.117, p = .27 (see Fig. 12 ).
To summarize, no evidence was found to suggest that the materials are biased to produce a certain type of responding: taxonomic pairs were rated as more similar, thematic pairs were rated as more associated, unrelated pairs were rated low on both dimensions, and the similarity and association ratings within each concept set were not reliably different.
The analysis above suggests that the results of Experiments 1 and 2 cannot be attributed to materials that bias responding toward a Fig. 11 . Density plot of standardized ratings for the similarity and association based rating tasks.
G. Honke and K.J. Kurtz Cognition 186 (2019) 115-138 particular type of match, but it is still possible that these concept ratings explain variance that we attributed to the experimental manipulations. GLMER models were constructed with identical predictor structures to those presented in the previous experiments except that the random intercept term for concept set was replaced with a rating difference score for taxonomic similarity and thematic association. The difference score was computed by taking the similarity score for the taxonomic pair of each concept set (standardized similarity rating -standardized association rating) and subtracting the association score of the corresponding thematic pair (standardized association rating -standardized similarity rating). Including this difference score did not change the reliability of the effects uncovered in Experiments 1 and 2.
General discussion
This project set out to investigate the reported pattern in human similarity judgments where thematic associates are identified as more similar than concepts that share taxonomic similarity. It was hypothesized that the classic triad task artificially inflates the rates of thematic responding due to ambiguity in instructions and other characteristics of the task. Instructions designed to clarify the interpretation of similarity (without explicitly providing examples or telling participants what to do) served to increase taxonomic responding. The role of design characteristics of the triad task (e.g., prioritization of the standard, forcedchoice judgment) is less clear. Rendering this point somewhat moot, the overall response pattern found in this series of experiments undermined the very premise (based on the existing literature) of a thematic response bias. This reversal was found using the most traditional version of the task: selecting the most similar option in a forced-choice triad. Given these findings, the main contribution of this work is not how components of the task affect responding-our interpretation is that they did, but more work is needed to clarify their role. Rather, the surprising result of this investigation is that thematic responding appears to have been markedly overestimated in previous assessments.
Time-course of taxonomic responding
One of the most important discoveries of this project is the distinctive time course pattern toward increased taxonomic responding. People start out in the task unsure about how to respond and eventually settle in to a consistent responding pattern. Most frequently, this shift results in a response preference for taxonomic matches. This pattern is a challenge for the integration view. If thematic intrusion is an unavoidable consequence of producing a psychological similarity judgment-a feature, not a bug-why does this intrusion lose its effectiveness across the time course of a series of similarity judgments?
On the other hand, this pattern of responding fits with the central argument of the confusability account. When the task begins, there is little or no expectation about what type(s) of concepts will appear, how they will be connected, or how to treat the notion of similarity. Our Fig. 12 . Visualization of the concept ratings overall (left) and paired with the match from the same concept set (right). The left panel depicts the mean similarity and association ratings for the taxonomic and thematic pairs, respectively. The right panel depicts the paired difference of the similarity (blue) and association (red) ratings within each concept set. Mean similarity and association ratings were produced by subtracting the type-consistent rating by the type inconsistent rating (i.e., the taxonomic ratings are standardized similarity ratings subtracted by standardized association ratings). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) experiments reveal that when similarity is more cleanly articulated in the instructions in terms of explaining to an alien which things on earth are similar to each other, performance is strongly taxonomic-based from the early trials on. In addition, we find that when instructions to choose the most similar match are stated initially, but not continually reiterated on each trial, participants drift toward a task interpretation that is best characterized as failing to monitor against the temptation of thematic intrusions and sliding toward (perhaps subconsciously) interpreting the task as more like the "Goes-With" instruction than the similarity instruction. It is true that this 'microcosmic taxonomic shift' has a ceiling-there is still a low level of thematic responding that occurs-and this is an interesting topic for further investigation.
Task properties impact taxonomic responding
The evidence presented here suggests that task manipulations have consequences for the variable effect of thematic intrusion on similarity judgments, as previously shown for different task manipulations (Gentner & Brem, 1999; Lin & Murphy, 2001; Mirman & Graziano, 2012; Murphy, 2001; Simmons & Estes, 2008) . Experiment 1 showed that variations of similarity-based instructions can produce different rates of taxonomic responding, where instructions that sought to highlight the importance of taxonomic information for a naïve individual (the Alien condition) produced the highest level of taxonomic responding observed in Experiment 1. Conversely, the removal of a consistent reminder about the goal of the task produced the highest level of thematic responding in that experiment. This is additional evidence that an important determinant of responding preference is related to the on-line interpretation of task goals and instructions (Lin & Murphy, 2001; Nguyen & Murphy, 2003; Skwarchuk & Clark, 1996) . More importantly, it is further support for the idea that thematic responding can (at least in part) be attributed to intrusion and confusion during similarity judgment processing. Without the support and clarification (differentially) provided by the instructions, thematic associates are chosen as more similar than taxonomic category members. The use and interpretation of the concept "similar" does seem to play an important role in these experiments. Where response patterns have been attributed to underlying individual differences such as cognitive ability or processing style (Simmons & Estes, 2008) , a caveat may need to be added that these patterns are also affected by the interpretation of the task goal.
The effects of the task modifications and its individual components are less clear. Our initial interpretation of Experiment 1 was that the removal of a standard and addition of distractors were linked to the high rates of taxonomic responding. The results of Experiment 2, however, cast doubt on this interpretation. Removing the prioritized standard from the classic task produced the highest level of taxonomic responding, but a conservative interpretation of the analysis suggests that this was not reliably different from the classic 2AFC triad task. Taxonomic matches in the classic triad task (a conceptual, if not identical replication of previous inquiries) were more frequent than thematic matches. The addition of distractors produced fewer taxonomic matches when there was no prioritized standard, but the opposite was found-at least descriptively if not inferentially-when the standard was provided above the concept array in a prioritized position. With more power it is possible that a reliable interaction would have been observed with a mixed-effects approach, but with the present data it was only found when participant-based variance was not included in the model. The two-way interaction-where no standard with no distractors produced the most taxonomic responding and a prioritized standard with distractors produced more taxonomic responding than without distractors-does fit nicely with research on the role of working memory capacity during processing of taxonomic and thematic relations. The overall decrease in taxonomic responding associated with distractor presentation consistently found in Experiment 2 might be attributable to these working memory effects; the co-presentation of distractors has been shown to affect picture naming differentially for taxonomic and thematic category members (de Zubicaray et al., 2013; Howard, Nickels, Coltheart, & Cole-Virtue, 2006; Rose & Rahman, 2016) and serial presentation appears to limit the effect of thematic intrusion (Rey & Berger, 2001) .
The role of individual differences
A pressing issue to resolve is the role of individual differences for thematic intrusion (see also Lin & Murphy, 2001; Simmons & Estes, 2008) , as this component-more so than task constraints or stimulus properties-has the highest potential to affect everyday thinking. Even in the conditions that produced responding heavily biased toward taxonomic matches, there were still people who maintained their preference for thematic matches. Likewise, there were people in the Standard Thematic Triad condition that had a taxonomic responding preference. Ongoing work aims to shed more light on this subsample of "holdouts" and how their interpretation of the task and cognitive processing might differ from someone who is presumably more affected by the task constraints. Another interesting follow-up question might be to try to classify the various and competing interpretations of the task goals, instructions and definitions of similarity. Do people who match more thematic associates explicitly define similarity as a sum of taxonomic and thematic information? There is some evidence that this is the case-rating participation in a scenario as important for similarity does correspond to a thematic response preference in past work (Simmons & Estes, 2008 )-but the question about whether this judgment is due to confusion remains unresolved. In relation to the present work, does this definition changes over the course of the task? Is it stable across longer periods of time? Answering these questions would go a long way to help to support or refute the confusability and integration hypotheses. Work at the individual differences level is important because taxonomic and thematic responding patterns might underlie more general properties of cognitive processing. While the individual differences data available today are largely correlational, it is possible that response biases have deep underlying consequences for cognition. Preferences for thematic responding are associated with low scores on the Need for Cognition (NFC) scale (Simmons & Estes, 2008) . Young children, elderly adults and those with temporal lobe damage are more likely to show thematic responding preferences (Schwartz et al., 2011; Smiley & Brown, 1979) . Cross-cultural differences in the prevalence of thematic responding have also been found (Ji, Zhang, & Nisbett, 2004) , though the reliability of these findings has been questioned (Saalbach & Imai, 2007) . Formal education (or lack thereof) and occupational pressures have also been suggested as drivers of thematic responding (Denney, 1974; Sharp, Cole, & Lave, 1979) -though this evidence is more characteristic of an early view of the taxonomic response bias as the result of mature and normative cognitive functioning. Rabinowitz and Mandler (1983) explain this position well-it is the view that a taxonomic classification preference is the result of mature semantic knowledge structure, the "endpoint" of conceptual development, the typical or ideal adult functioning pattern. As might be apparent given the difficulties that exist to determine reliable response preferences, consistency in this work has been hard to come by; the link between education and taxonomic responding has also recently failed to replicate (Mirman & Graziano, 2012) . While clearly more work needs to be done to clarify the relationship between response patterns and the broader cognitive implications, it is of the utmost importance that the source of the thematic response bias itself is better understood and reliably predicted before attempts are made to link it to other behavioral or demographic data.
What made these experiments different?
The simplest reason why the results presented here diverge from past research is that many of the prior studies in this area feature fewer G. Honke and K.J. Kurtz Cognition 186 (2019) 115-138 concept sets (stimuli) than the present experiments (cf. Hendrickson et al., 2015; Skwarchuk & Clark, 1996) . It is not uncommon to see as few as 20 concept sets in these investigations. We also note that the number of participants used in the present investigation is larger than the average sample size in this domain, where 20-30 participants per condition is typical. This is simply too few items and participants to adequately measure the phenomenon, especially for the outcome measure of reliable response bias frequency. The semantic relationships of real-world concepts are messy-we can attempt to control for the relative strength of the taxonomic and thematic relations in these investigations (e.g., Experiment 3), but this process is necessarily imperfect and every person arrives in the lab with a distinct semantic experience of the world (Mirman & Graziano, 2012; Simmons & Estes, 2008) . Regardless of the quality of concept norming, it seems that we must ultimately rely on concept pairs that vary in how well they capture the qualities of these semantic relations without confound. The best defense against this problem is to maximize the number of datapoints available in terms of concept sets and sample size. Looking forward, computational modelling approaches that incorporate task and context-sensitive measures of semantic relatedness also have potential as tools to quantify the distinct contributions of taxonomic and thematic information and improve the overall quality of experimental materials (Hoffman et al., 2018) . The analyses presented here have shown that people settle in to a responding pattern, but it takes some time (see Figs. 5 and 9). Reliable increases in the taxonomic responding rate across trials in similaritybased tasks were consistently found. This is a clear problem for past research. In a 30 trial experiment analyzed with aggregation-based statistics, the outcome measure is averaged over all trials-the majority of which are completed as the responding preference is stabilizing. Aggregation-based statistics underestimate the strength and direction of these responding preferences.
This issue also raises another difference-the advantages of triallevel, mixed effects analysis. The analyses here include random effects of concept set and participant wherever possible. Where models did not include these random effect terms in this work, they were often found to be anti-conservative. While it should be standard practice to include experimental stimuli and participants as a source of variance when an experiment features crossed random factors (Judd, Westfall, & Kenny, 2012) , the present situation of crossed items and participants necessitates this analysis approach-at the very least to attempt to address the possibility that the effects are driven by individual participants or concept sets. The reliable condition differences found without mixedeffects show the need to account for this variance, where cleaner interpretations would have been possible were it not for the inclusion of subject and concept set variance. The difficulty of this approach is also on display with the model convergence failures that occurred. The participant-level differences found here are difficult to adequately model. Our hypothesis is that this difficulty is caused by over-dispersion in the binomial outcome measure. In Experiments 1 and 2, only a few participants were reliably biased toward thematic responding, so there were far fewer trials to analyze relative to the conditions with more frequent taxonomic responding. This suggests two things: where differences emerge between the simple and mixed-effects approaches, caution should be taken in interpreting the results; differences between conditions found without random effects analyses should not, however, be completely discounted. For the present investigation, we have tried to present these ambiguous results in as much detail as possible so that readers can make their own conclusions. For future work, one possible solution to guard against the disappearance of reliable differences with random effects is to design studies with more power to adequately sample these effects.
Conclusion
In the end, we set out to solve a problem (why do people think cows are more like milk than horses?) and found that the problem was harder to reproduce than expected. We only found an overall thematic preference when people were left unguided to treat the triads however they liked and when they were specifically asked to select for associativity. We believe this reversal can be explained in part by advances in methodology (avoiding aggregation-based statistics, using mixed-effects analysis techniques, running more participants, and careful selection and verification of materials), but the most compelling element is that increasing the number of trials reveals a majority convergence toward taxonomic responding.
The experiments presented here suggest that thematic intrusion becomes less frequent with experience. Yet, the persistent evidence of thematic intrusion on the similarity judgment process suggests that more work is needed to clarify the underlying causes of this phenomenon. To remain viable, theoretical accounts of similarity that propose thematic integration as an inseparable component process of the similarity judgment system must address the increase in taxonomic responding with task experience. The data presented here fit better with an alternative account: association is not a contributing factor for similarity judgments, it intrudes on the similarity judgment process. Thematic association is confusable with, but ultimately, distinguishable from taxonomic similarity. Psychological similarity must be relied on in the service of learning and reasoning-inference, generalization, and categorization. The inclusion of thematic association in theories of psychological similarity unnecessarily clouds a challenging, but critical issue in psychological science.
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G. Honke and K.J. Kurtz Cognition 186 (2019) 115-138 Appendix A. Experimental materials See Table A1 . GLOVE  FOOT  WALL  CARD  TIGER  23  CIGARETTES  ALCOHOL  LUNGS  OUTLET  SOCK  CARPET  24  MONKEY  BEAR  BANANA  AIRPLANE  HAMMER  PLUG  25  FOOTBALL  BASEBALL  QUARTERBACK  CLOUD  PLANT  NECKLACE  26  SPIDER  BEE  WEB  PEPPER  SHED  TOILET  27  RABBI  PASTOR  TEMPLE  DRIVEWAY  GLOVES  APPLE  28  HAPPY  SAD  SMILE  ROOF  SEED  KEY  29  TORTILLA  BAGEL  BEANS  COLD  KNOB  SALESMAN  30  RECEPTIONIST  HOSTESS  TELEPHONE  PARK  HAND  STRING  31  CAKE  GELATO  BAKER  BROCHURE  LAKE  SON  32  COOKIE  BISCUIT  CHOCOLATE  PAGE  WAVE  FUR  33  NEEDLE  PIN  THREAD  WAX  HYDRANT  WRIST  34  DOG  CAT  BONE  POND  HOOD  QUEEN  35  BEE  BUTTERFLY  HONEY  ASPHALT  COACH  PLIERS  36  CAPTAIN  PILOT  SHIP  EAR  BENCH  FREEZER  37  PANDA  RACOON  BAMBOO  WHIP  FENDER  LAW  38  CAMEL  ANTELOPE  DESERT  CORK  ENGINE  PAMPHLET  39  COW  BUFFALO  FARM  POTATO  LIZARD  CHALK  40  RIVER  LAKE  RAPIDS  GLASS  BUDGET  FEATHER  41  COCONUT  PINEAPPLE  BEACH  CYMBAL  SOCIETY  ROD  42  BEER  JUICE  PARTY  SHOP  SNOW  WOUND  43  ROBBERY  TREASON  BANK  STEW  TUB  SHORE  44  PENCIL  PEN  ERASER  FLUTE  MINT  SHEEP  45  CROUTONS  BAGEL  SALAD  METAL  SHARK  SPOT  46  SILVER  GOLD  BULLET  STAIRS  BALLOON  LIBRARY  47  BISCUITS  TOAST  GRAVY  SNAIL  PELICAN  DANCE  48  SNOW  RAIN  SLED  CEMETARY  WORK  NOVEL  49  CITY  VILLAGE  AIRPORT  WHALE  NECK  CABINET  50  OVEN  MICROWAVE  PAN  SCREEN  BASKETBALL  BOOT  51  FIELD  COURT  GRASS  GAS  TOAD  SCHOOL  52  PENGUIN  GOOSE  ICE  VOLCANO  HEAD  BRICK  53  BOTTLE  CAN  BABY  CLOCK  BERRY  BELL  54  COMPUTER  PHONE  MOUSE  EMPLOYEE  COUCH  SALON  55  SHAMPOO  BLEACH  SHOWER  TEAM  SAUCE  CIRCLE  56  PACKAGE  CRATE  DELIVERY  TROUT  CHILD  BILL  57  SUBMARINE  AIRPLANE  OCEAN  SHEET  CROW  DOCTOR  58  LAWNMOWER  SCISSORS  GRASS  BOMB  AUNT  INTERNET  59  POLICE  FIREMAN  HANDCUFFS  CARAVAN  CRAB 
Appendix D. Concept set ratings
See Table D1 .
Fig. C1.
Figure presents a depiction of the similarity rating task from Experiment 3. Participants were allowed to choose any point on the rating line to provide their rating. Association rating task not pictured. G. Honke and K.J. Kurtz Cognition 186 (2019) 115-138 Honke and K.J. Kurtz Cognition 186 (2019) 115-138 
